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a ]3ity that they cannot hand them over to the vulgar to have the cor- 
ners knocked off, since they will not take their terms out of  our own 
Language. To this day they cannot speak of the two parts of a fraction 
under nine syllables, numerator and denorainator, which are always 
coming together, and make as much rattle as a cab driving up to the 
door. ro h compu tioo, we that amount of 
muscular contraction employed in speaking ot Iractmns oy i e - 
thematicians of?Europe since the invention of printing, would, collected 
into oqe effort, have set i the G~reat ~astern afloat, and carried her 
nearly three miles beyond the Nore! Why not cut these rattling poly- 
syllables down into numer and denomer, pleasant and easy sounds 9 
So much to the arithmeticians on one point : as Whiston said to Queen 
Caroline, when they have mended this fault, we will tell them of an- 
o t h e r . ~ l ~ d o n  Athenteum, Feb., 1859. 

A New Silk-Worm. 
M. Guerin-Menevi~le, announces to the Academy of Sciences, that 

he has succeeded in naturalizing in France a new variety of the s i ~  
worm from China, which lives upon the leaves of the Ailahthus. 
speaks of the silk as equal in quality and superi~ in qua~ticy of that 
from the worm of the cast~r-oil plant, or even of the mulberry. 

Miglit it not be worth while to some of our more enterprisi~ farmers 
to endeavor again to introduce among us this most importantbranch of 
manufacture, which appears to have failed before, chiefly from becoming 
the object of a wild speculation'9 The ailanthus grows freely in this 
climate, and is much Sought after in our cities as a hardy shale tree. 

Improved Furnaces ]'or Manufaeturlng Iron.* :By Jos. MAUDSLAY. 

Every engineer knows that immense expense is incurredin the manu- 
facture of those large masses of wrought iron which have to beusefffor 
certain parts of s~am engines for which ordinary cast iron cannot, with 
security, be employed. 2~fter many years' experience, especially in con- 
nexioa with the manufacture of large marine engines for the Admiralty, 
Mr. Joseph Maudslay, of Lambeth, has instituted experiments with the 
view of producing an iron which should possess but little less strength 
than wrought iron, and at the same time be susceptible of being cast m 
moalds to the forms required; and he has been, to a very great extent, 
successful. The apparatus by which he effects his object'~s a rotsting 
furnace moving about an inclined axis, as illustrated in figs, 1 and 2 of 
the annexed engravings, of which fi~. 1 is a longitudinal vertical section, 
and fig. 2 a transverse vertical section through the bed of the furnace. 
c is the inclined bed of the furnace, which is made to revolve about 
an inclined axis; D, an arched cover above the furnace, which cover is 
supported by a fxed iron frame, or casing; ~, the door through which the 
furnace is c~iaJcged with metal; F, a tapping-hole through which the me- 
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